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The relentless march of digital interconnectivity continues.  Public cloud, Internet of Things (IoT), 

Smart City and Ambient Intelligence environments are all growing. Though each has a different 

purpose and technology set, all share a common first principle:  they collect and distribute massive 

amounts of data, generated by an increasing number of connected elements.  

Gleaning useful information and insights from the ever-growing “fog of data” around us is no trivial 

task.  Although some of the world’s most advanced Artificial Intelligence tools are engaged in this 

effort, relatively unglamorous alert notification services also play a key role.  Alerting services—via 

email, text, mobile push notification apps, et al.—help separate the wheat of useful intelligence 

from the chaff of raw data and then make sure this “wheat” gets delivered to the right place, at the 

right time. 

Operating a successful alerting service—as part of an IoT environment or anywhere else—is harder 

than it looks.  A number of the key operational challenges of delivering such a service are 

described below, but the central challenge is creating and deploying effective alerting policy. 

This paper outlines a policy-first approach to delivering alerting services on a large scale, 

especially when part of Public Cloud, IOT, Smart City and Ambient Intelligence initiatives 

(collectively hereinafter called Smart Tech).  Swan Island Networks has participated in the 

development of dozens of alerting and information sharing programs over the past decade, in both 

the public and private sectors.  The strongest early indicator of success in each of these projects 

has always been clear and coherent policy.  In the world of Smart Tech, alerting policy becomes 

even more critical.  Privacy concerns, data protection, alert quality-control and a range of more 

technical policy issues must be addressed carefully and managed efficiently.  If not, program 

failures inevitably follow.   

Comprehensive, widely endorsed policies spawn useful, successful Smart Tech services.  This paper 

explains Swan Island Networks’ approach to building a successful smart alerting service: using 

clearly defined policies as a foundation on which to build very precise technological capabilities 

and ensure successful operations.  
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Executive Summary 



Smart Systems need Smart Alerting because one 

of their greatest challenges is to avoid what we 

call fire hosing—which is to say, it’s relatively easy 

to blast out data of every type and description 

through a service, like water from a high-pressure 

hose.  The real challenge is putting a nozzle on 

the fire hose that narrows and targets the stream 

for maximum impact. 
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Smart Alerting  
Maximize relevance. Minimize noise. 

Smart Alerting is the capability of Smart Systems to filter out useless data and deliver only 

actionable alerts—the alerts that really matter.  This data filtration capability is a critical success 

factor for alerting services of all kinds.  One of the most important lessons learned at Swan Island 

about alerting is that delivering too much information is worse than delivering too little.  When too 

many irrelevant alerts are sent, subscribers simply unplug. 

Alerting is one of the primary machine/human interfaces in any Smart Tech service.  Consequently, 

alerting services tend to invoke many critical policy questions for Smart Tech systems as a whole.  

Alerting systems provide information to real people, so all user policy issues of Smart Systems, 

generally, must be addressed and resolved before alerts can begin to flow. Therefore, developing 

smart, clear policies for the user/alerting interface is a very good place to start when developing 

policies for Smart Systems overall. 

Smart Alerting is the capability of 
Smart Systems to filter out useless data 
and deliver only actionable alerts.” “ 



Every alerting service—formally or otherwise—is based on a set of information policies.  These 

policies provide answers to specific questions about how critical information should flow through 

the service.  Some of the more fundamental policy questions around this information flow are:   

• What types of alerts incidents should the service publish and at what level of severity?

• Which external content sources (feeds, sensors, third-party services, databases, links, etc.) are

to be consumed and distributed?

o What should be the content source selection criteria?   Which content source attributes—

such as reputation, reliability, trustworthiness, timeliness, cost, etc.—should be prioritized

in the evaluation of such services?

• What is the service’s quality-control standard for alerts?

• Who should receive the alerts and what authentication/authorization measures are required to

validate alert recipients?

• What type of alert filtering and targeting is to be deployed and how much of this is user-

enabled (as opposed to system-driven)?

• Which alert distribution pathways (i.e., email, SMS, mobile app, text-to-voice phone notification,

near-real-time dashboards, etc.) are to be used?

• To what extent are incident facts augmented with human intelligence and analysis?

o For example, in the case of a new Zero Day vulnerability, is it simply reported, or bundled

with suggested mitigation measures?

• What data protection and cyber defense measures are required?

• What is the SLA (and performance standard) for end users?

In the most effective and successful alerting services, policy questions are addressed and resolved 

before the first alert is sent.  Strong, well-defined alerting policies (for project leaders, service 

operators, vendors and subscribers) provide a blueprint for service operation.  

Next, we outline a specific approach to policy development for a new alerting service.  The first 

step is the development of concise vision and mission statements, so that all stakeholders 

understand the high-level purposes and goals of the service.  The next steps are the development 

of internal operations policies and procedures and, finally, public-facing policies.  
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What is Smart Alerting Policy? 



A vision of how an alerting system will work at some time in the future—performing at optimal 

levels—is an essential piece in the development of strong alerting service policy.  Best case, this 

future vision is articulated in a single, high-level paragraph that has been vetted and approved by 

project leaders and then published to all participants. 

It’s also helpful for an alerting service to have a brief mission statement.  The vision statement 

“sees” a fully functioning service that is achieving success; the mission statement describes how to 

get there and what the desired outcomes of such a service are (i.e., what specific good results is 

the service trying to produce?).  Mission statements sometimes also address issues of operational 

standards and personal commitment, tied to the importance of the mission. 

Beyond high-level vision and mission statements, it is also helpful at an early stage to produce 

various operating scenarios (known in the software industry as “user stories”).  These stories 

describe detailed, specific—yet entirely hypothetical—use cases that demonstrate the value of the 

alerting service.  For a cyber alerting service, a user story might describe how Alice, an active user 

of Gmail, took immediate remedial action after receiving an alert about a new malware exploit and, 

as a result, prevented her Gmail account from being compromised.  This user story, as well as all 

others, will walk the reader through the complete process of how the service discovered, 

consumed and delivered a timely alert—including how subscribers put the resulting alert to good 

use.       

All user stories are forward-looking and most effective when informed by interviews or surveys 

with potential users of the service.  They provide all system contributors with a clear picture of 

specific desired outcomes and begin the process of achieving these outcomes through the 

integration of policy, technology and services.   
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Vision, Mission and Stories 



There is no one-size-fits-all alerting policy solution.  Each service has its own unique objectives; 

consequently, each also needs its own unique policies. 

Consider the alerting policy category of event type.  Defining acceptable event types is a 

fundamental policy requirement for all alerting services.  In the field of security/emergency 

alerting, potential alert events can range from a major terrorist attack, to a regional severe weather 

warning, to local IT network DPI inspection anomaly.  Event type policy clarifies the specific kinds 

of events the service will report on in the form of alerts.   (One sample event type policy: a major 
cyber attack is an accepted event type; a local crime is not.) 

The size of the “alert aperture” for smart services can vary considerably.  In the case of FEMA’s 

Emergency Alerting Service (EAS), incidents are restricted to either major national emergencies 

(followed within ten minutes by an address from the President of the United States) or very severe 

weather events, with alerts issued in a localized region only.  As a consequence, EAS almost never 

publishes an alert (and has never issued a Presidential alert in its long history, even though this has 

been its chief purpose for over half a century).  Because of its vision, mission and policies, EAS’s 

alert aperture is quite small.   

At the other end of the spectrum, a commercial service provided by a Swan Island Networks 

partner to over 300 large companies—including several dozen in the Fortune 100—consumes 

information and publishes alerts on events related to civil disturbances, severe weather, global 

pandemics, organized retail crime, terrorism, travel advisories and even local crimes and traffic 

conditions.  This service has a very wide aperture.     

Event type policy enables alerting services to find and adjust the right aperture settings for their 

purposes, as well as the unique (and often highly personal) needs of their subscribers.  The 

requirements that shape these policies are different from service to service. 
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Operational Policies 



Creating a comprehensive set of policies for any large-scale alerting service requires time, 

resources and company-wide commitment. The effort can be made considerably easier with the 

use of a template forged in the experience and lessons of other successful alerting programs.    

Swan Island has made such a template available for download. Rather than provide a stock set of 

answers, we want to inspire alerting services leaders to ask the right questions.  Our template is 

based on over a decade of experience with some of the world’s most important government 

agencies and largest global enterprises; there are few policy challenges we have not encountered.    

Our Smart Alerting Policy Template uses a structured framework that organizes alerting policy into 

seven critical categories.  An effective alerting service should establish policy in each category 

before launching operations.     
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Developing an Alerting Policy Framework 

Visit swanislandnetworks.com/resources to download the Alerting Policy Template.  

http://www.swanislandnetworks.com/resources


Policies that govern the publishing of alerts to subscribers are extremely important.  Public-facing 

policies typically focus on issues such as alert quality control, use of private and confidential user 

information, service SLAs, collaboration and commenting rules and access control requirements.  

In all cases, they should help set user expectations about service quality and about the nature of 

the service that is being delivered. 

In our experience, the development of public-facing alerting policies frequently involves lawyers, 

whose job is to protect the sponsoring agency or company from legal vulnerabilities arising from 

service operation.  While such legal protection is undoubtedly important, it must be placed within 

a context of standard alerting protocol if effective policies are to be created and deployed.  

Familiarity with standard alerting protocols (and the policies typically surrounding them) can be 

very helpful in managing the legitimate concerns of legal counsels. 

Considerable effort should also go into making public-facing policies simple and easy to 

understand.  Service operators should want their subscribers to be fully informed about how the 

service works and what policies it is using to produce desired outcomes.  Creating avenues for 

subscriber feedback about policy issues is also important. 

Although public-facing policies are usually created at the end of the policy development roadmap 

and after all internal operational policies have been determined, they are ultimately the most 

important policies of the service.   They are critical in generating subscriber trust and confidence in 

the service; they can also create the biggest headaches if not managed properly.  For this reason, 

ongoing governance around public-facing policies is as important as policy creation.  It is not 

enough for an alert service to simply publish policies; it must “walk the talk” of these policies 

rigorously, in everyday operation.  Critical ongoing functions include policy training for service 

operators, continuous service monitoring and reporting, compliance workflows, content partner 

relations and user feedback forums. 
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Public-Facing Policies  



Policies that are incompatible with (and integrated into) alerting service technology are not only 

ineffective—they are dangerous, especially from a liability perspective.  As such, a key part of 

policy development and enforcement involves the interaction of system policies with technological 

capabilities. 

Here, it is extremely important to be working with technology vendors who appreciate the critical 

importance of proper policy development and implementation, in conjunction with a policy-aware 

and policy-driven internal project team. 

Describing details of the alignment and integration of alerting service policy and technology is 

beyond the scope of this paper, but this aspect of policy should not be overlooked when setting 

up a new alerting service. 
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Policy / Technology Integration 



In this white paper we have attempted to make the case for strong, cohesive alerting policies in 

the development of any new Smart Tech service.  Swan Island Networks is a company of software 

architects, trusted systems engineers and cloud services innovators who build mission-critical 

alerting services for some of the world’s most important organizations.  We are neither lawyers nor 

policy experts, but we have been a part of enough alerting projects to know which policy 

questions must be asked and answered, and which policy guidelines tend to work best for both 

service operators and subscribers. 

Additionally, we’ve made our Smart Alerting Policy Template available as a free download in 

the Resources section of Swanislandnetworks.com; it outlines the best practices and policy 

items that must be addressed when launching an alerting service. 
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Summary 

To learn how Swan Island can help you implement an effective Smart Alerting policy,  
contact us at sales@swanisland.net 

http://www.swanislandnetworks.com/resources


About Swan Island Networks: 
Situational Awareness and  
Smart Alerting Made Easy. 
Swan Island Networks has been a leader and 
innovator in situational intelligence and Smart 
Alerting for over a decade. Swan Island’s TX360® 
platform helps you make faster, better informed 
decisions with highly relevant real-time alerts 
and a comprehensive common operating picture.  

Founded in 2002 by 20-year veterans of the 
cyber security industry, Swan Island Networks 
began as a software engineering lab working 
with the US government, focusing on R&D 
programs. The company has participated in over 
a dozen contracts with government agencies 
such as the Department of Defense, Homeland 
Security, and various intelligence organizations.  

In 2009, Swan Island Networks launched the 
Trusted Information Exchange Service (TIES®). 
Designed to optimize intelligence aggregation,  
filtering, and distribution for the physical and 
cyber security industries, TIES now supports and 
helps protect more than 250 large enterprises 
and 20% of Fortune 100 companies every day.   

In 2014, Swan Island announced a new 
partnership with Microsoft and launched TIES for 
Microsoft CityNext , providing situational 
intelligence services to city, state, and county 
l e a d e r s ; s c h o o l s s a f e t y offi c e r s a n d 
admin i s t ra to r s ; C IOs ; and emergency 
management and safety personnel. 

For more information contact us at 
866.222.9022 or sales@swanisland.net 

Headquarters 
6420 SW Macadam Ave. 
Suite 160 
Portland, OR 97239 
866.222.9022 
swanislandnetworks.com

SWAN ISLAND NETWORKS 

http://www.facebook.com/swanislandnetworks
https://twitter.com/swan_ties
https://www.linkedin.com/company/29980
http://www.swanislandnetworks.com



